PROVIDER DOCUMENTATION
NOTES
Find all relevant patient information in a single location. Physicians can view clinical data
with their own diagnostic and therapeutic notes for quality diagnosis and treatment.

Notes is a pivotal tool that provides complete, thorough and convenient
documentation in Thrive for all aspects of the physician-patient encounter.
All relevant patient information is in one place, providing physicians with
immediate access to clinical data alongside their own diagnostic and
therapeutic notes. It allows physicians to maintain the efficient and timely
clinical workflow they desire. The result is complete, highly specific and clearly
recorded patient information leading to more effective diagnosis and treatment.
Notes is a key outcome of our Shared Solution Strategy which aims to deliver
products efficiently and of greatest benefit for all customers across the CPSI
family.

Physician Documentation continued on the next page

Electronic Documentation
Reduce documentation time by replacing paper forms with more
accessible and legible electronic notes. Physician workflow is
streamlined with the use of any combination of templates and freetext notation. Documentation can be captured via voice recognition
software.

Clinical Decision Support
Integration with Thrive’s ChartLink® and clinical applications
provides physicians with clinical decision support tools that reduce
the frequency of diagnostic errors. The integration of lab results,
clinical data, diagnoses and medications into the documentation
process ensures that quality patient care is administered quickly and
effectively.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF
PHYSICIAN DOCUMENTATION
Integrates with clinical applications to allow documentation
inclusion of:
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Vitals Signs
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Lab Results
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Orders
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Medications
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Allergies
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Immunizations
Allows electronic signing, amending and versioning of documents
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Promotes compliance with regulatory standards
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Provides the physician practice with a permanent electronic health

Contact us today at 1–800-711-2774 or visit evident.com.
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